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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... LIKE REFEREES.

Monday- Show Me Your Memes!

Cooking with Ruben
By Ruben Garcia ~ Daily Bull

Why hello there dear readers!
Welcome to the first installment
of Cooking with Ruben! Today,
I will be teaching you how to
make things with a food processor! Does that sound just lovely?

Thailand: Where hookers/wives
come in 2 flavors: Dead or alive.

Beginning of Semester
By Jeanine Chmielewski ~ Daily Bull

Well, it’s that time again. It’s the beginning of a new semester! Isn’t it GREAT?
Now if you are a “normal” person on campus you hate at least some parts
of your schedule, right? You have too much chemistry, or those pointless
UN classes. But you know, we could get over that unfortunate fact a lot
easier if it wasn’t for the annoying as hell people who actually LOVE their
schedule. You know who I am talking about, too.
I am talking about those lazy bums who only ever take 12 damn credits
a semester and then do absolutely nothing outside of the classroom. I
mean, come on, why would you do that to yourself? It will take forever
to get out of college that way. Ok, we all know broomball is AWESOME
but after six years it just isn’t worth it anymore.
An then there are the REALLY insane people. The ones who take 18 credits,
play on 2 broomball teams, are in a fraternity, are a teaching assistant, are
doing research/co-op, tutors someone for something and is in at least 3
more clubs or groups on campus. And you know what really gets to us
is that these assholes actually manage to get 7 full hours of sleep a NIGHT!
I mean what the hell, then they go around glowing about how they have
6 hours of a single subject strait and that they look forward to their 3 hour
lab (on a different day). How do these people manage to survive? These
people actually managed to get the full triangle. Sleep, school, AND social
life. These Jedi masters must be clones, robots, or aliens or something
because they can’t be human.
Whatever the case may be, these people, the crazy insane people with
the schedule from hell, and the lazy bums who don’t do a damn thing all
see 2 Weeks Late on back...

Now, the first dish we will be
making will be porcupine salsa.
The first ingredient would be a
fresh porcupine. If you don’t
have one handy, you can substitute it with a hedgehog, if you
can catch the fuckers. Anyway,
we put the little critter into the
processor and a-blending we
go. Now, it is important to use
a pulsing stop-and-go method,
to make sure the bones get
nice and mushy. Afterward, we
add a couple of cacti and pinecones to really get the crunch.
Lastly, add some glass for flavor
and serve in a festive bowl. If
you don’t have a festive
bowl, go buy one you
troglodyte.

oldest road-kill that still has meat.
Put this in the food processor
with at least 4 different kinds of
dog poop. Blend until you pass
out from the stench. If you don’t
pass out, then keep adding different types of dog poo. After
this is blended into paste, find
a deer carcass and drizzle the
paste over the deer and put it
into the oven. Bake at approximately 400 degrees Celsius for 4
hours. Take out of the oven and
let cool. The sauce will thicken.
Will serve 5 willing people, 10
unwilling.
In case you cannot afford the
food processor, the easiest
kitchen cooking utensil would
be the crock-pot. Simply add
anything you want into the
crock-pot, wait 5-8 hours and a
feast appears. Also, magic.

Now, this concoction
is from the cookbook
“650 Best Food Processor Recipes.” Its
sister book, “The 650
Worst Food Processor
Recipes” has its own
fair share of deciduous
food. This one is called
the Yooper meatloaf.
Firstly, go and find the
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Occupy Congress Group Losing Steam
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Occupy Congress, a group opposed to the SOPA/PIPA bills is
having trouble occupying Congress. According to Jon Boehner,
members of the overly excited opposition group can “suck it,” adding
“look, this is the congressional hall
for The United States of America. I
love this country and if you have a
problem with that then damn you!
Damn you all to hell!” That is when
the tears start for Boehner causing
him to pause before mumbling
something about needing to use
the bathroom.
It is not cer tain what Boehner
was crying over but Newt Gingrich decided to weigh in with “...
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SQUEAK SQUEAK SQUEAK SQUEAK
SQUEAK. My fellow cheese loving Americans, SQUEAK SQUEAK
SQUEAK SQUEAK.” From what he
has said, it is clear that the former
speaker of the house has lost touch
with the American public (especially
concerning such controversial topics as cheese subsidies and liquorish
accounts. In either case, whenever
Gingrich is not campaigning or on
holiday he can be found sleeping
in the House of Representatives.
According to Representative John
Larson: “Yeah many people don’t
know that the House of Representatives is actually the house where we
all stay. We don’t want anyone to
“occupy” where we live.” He further
noted: “It’s one hell of a time.. think
of an Animal House with power.
One time James Clyburn drank a
whole case by himself. I’ve NEVER
seen a fellow American puke so
much in my life.”
According to many reports, the
representatives stay in dormitorystyle rooms without windows. “We
wilt in the sun” Representative John
Larson wrote in his blog Caucus
Ain’t No Cactus, adding “Have you
ever smoked a cigarette in the dark?
When it is also incredibly humid?
Yeah, that’s kind of what it’s like. Only
stinkier and more humid.”
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Unfortunately, it seems as though the Occupiers may soon win a victory
that will send many Representatives out of work and home, and to work
in the private sector. Oh crap...

...from 2 Weeks Late on front

day always manage to ruin the first bit of every semester. Well not this
time! So, my advice to you, oh diligent readers is to ignore them, shove
them down a hole, check ‘em into the boards, blow them up with liquid
nitrogen (if you succeed you get a cookie). Be creative! Do anything
that makes you feel better about yourself. And remember, HAVE FUN!

Prepare yourselves once more young freshmens!

